
  

BTI Breaching Doors

(Item #PD)

Never buy another door! BTI doors are reusable and 
damage proof because the pins fail during the breach 
rather than the door.  BTI doors can be reset in a matter of 
seconds, resulting in no training down time. BTI Breaching 
Doors are highly cost effective when compared to the use 
of actual doors and jury rigged systems.

BTI Breaching Pins  are patented, engineered pins that replicate the forces 
normally encountered in real world breaching operations. One to three pins are 
utilized during each breach depending on the number of lock sets simulated. 

Through extensive 
testing of actual 

doors, BTI pins are 
able to replicate 

those forces found 
when breaching 
wood, metal and 

reinforced door/frame 
structures.

Reinforced Frame 
Pins (Item #PINF)

Wood Frame Pins 
(Item #PINW)

Metal Frame Pins 
(Item #PINM)

The BTI Free 
Standing Leg Kit 

(shown here with a Ram 
Door) can be used with 

all BTI Doors.  

The door and leg kit system can easily 
be transported, carried and erected by 
two individuals in a matter of minutes.  
This is ideal for on site training at 
locations of opportunity.

The 
optional 
Free 
Standing 
Leg Kit 
(Item #LK) 
allows the 
door to be 
placed and 
anchored 
as desired.  

BTI Pry Door
The BTI Pry Breaching Door offers realistic and affordable 
training for situations that involve outward opening doors.  
The patented Pry Breaching Door can be installed into a 
structure or utilized with our optional Free Standing Leg Kit. 
 Up to 3 lock sets can be simulated utilizing the patented  
system. 

Along with the patented pin system 
the Pry Door utilizes a low cost wood 
insert to accept the Halligan or similar 
tool.  This allows both training in 
setting the tool as well as replicating 
the prying forces necessary to breach 
the door.

(Item #PDI)

Pry, Shotgun, Hydraulic



  

Shotgun Door
The BTI Shotgun Door not only 
looks realistic but also forces the 
trainee to focus their shots into the 
proper location to defeat the lock. 

Up to three locks can be sim-
ulated utilizing the patented, low 
cost consumable which is broken 
when the shot is properly placed.

Shotgun 
Hinge Door
The BTI Shotgun Hinge Door 
offers training in which locks 
and  hinges are breached 
utilizing a shotgun. 

Up to three hinges and three 
locks can be simulated using 
the patented, low cost panel 
system. Once breached the 
door falls inward allowing the 
team to make entry by 
walking on the non-skid door 
surface.(Item #SDH)

Hydraulic Door

Lock 
Panel

1-Shot 
Hinge

2-Shot 
Hinge

(Item #SDP) (#SPH1) (#SPH2)

(Item #STR)

The BTI Hydraulic Breaching 
Door can be used in con-
junction with various hydrau-
lic tools as well as convent-
ional rams.  Up to five lock 
sets can be simulated.

(Item #HDS)

(Item #HD)

(Item #SD)

BTI Shotgun Training Rounds 
offer increased safety when 
shotgun breaching training. 
When used properly, all of the 
material in the round disinte-
grates on impact and eliminates 
virtually all splash-back and 
ricochet.

Hydraulic 
Door 
Stand

Blast Deflector
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